
SG Laufenselden starts with the association-open German mastery in Herborn 
 

After the successful participation in the belt check on the 8th of May by the members of the 

fight sport department of the SG Laufenselden (Jonas Freudenreich, Jacqueline Jacoby, 

Jennifer and Andreas Werthmann) these four people also took part in the association-open 

German mastery in Herborn, under the direction of Andreas Tillmann. 

 

To the German mastery follower is to be marked: Approx. 418 participants from the whole 

federal republic took part in the tournament. By the double starts and multiple starts of single 

participants came the event on a starter field of approx. 627. 

 

At the beginning the greeting stood by the organizer. Moreover, this welcomed some guests 

of honour, disclosed the set of rules and the distribution on the single fight surfaces and in the 

ring. Then it was still bowed itself, like in the traditional fight sport commonly, and with it the 

tournament was opened. As a result everything spread on the fight surfaces and around the 

ring. 

 

Because four participants of the SG Laufenselden are begun in the most different categories 

and disciplines, it became a long day for Four, the responsible persons, the travelled members 

and Andreas Tillmann. 

As first Jennifer Werthmann from the four group went in the discipline light contact in the 

category „female Having young to 48 kg“ to the start. She penetrated till the finale. Here she 

had to position herself to a vigorous and hard fighting opponent. Some attacks of the 

opponent would have been rather what for the discipline full contact, according to the opinion 

of Andreas Tillmann. Nevertheless, Jennifer Werthmann fought very well and moved also the 

qualified technologies very well, had to bend, unfortunately, to the judgment of three judges 

and these had decided unanimously on her opponent. 

Then as the next Jacqueline Jacoby was in the row. Also she fought in the discipline light 

contact in the category „female Having young, but plus 60 kg“. Jacqueline Jacoby also 

penetrated, like Jennifer Werthmann, till the finale. She needed a few seconds of two-minute 

whole fight time to estimate her opponent, however, could put down then the counter. Exactly 

as since weeks in the training skilled, she moved the technology required by Andreas 

Tillmann. Their opponent did not come any more to the train, had no chance to oppose at all a 

technology, ran always backward and left the mat what introduced her three warnings of the 

main judge because of unauthorised abandonment of the fight surface. Thereby remained to 

three judges no other possibility to explain Jacqueline Jacoby to the winner. 

 

After on the fight surface only the male children were in the row, the group of Jonas 

Freudenreich came to the row. He began in the discipline light contact in the category „male 

youth to 52 kg“. In the first round he already had an opponent who was not easy. The 

excessive hardness of the opponent introduced even several warnings and a deficit point in 

this. Nevertheless, the decision of the judges on the opponent of Jonas Freudenreich was 

taken after two minutes. On the inquiry of Andreas Tillmann, why the decision fell out in 

such a way, the judges argued with the fact that the opponent had used more foot technologies 

than Jonas what brings more points than hand and fist technologies. 

 

Then there was a long waiting for the group from Laufenselden, until, finally, on a fight 

surface the discipline Semikontakt was called in the category „male Having young to 67 kg“ 

and was Andreas Werthmann in the row. At the beginning he had his start problems what was 

used by his opponent pitilessly. This also went along immediately 5:0 in guidance. Then 

Andreas Werthmann also found in the fight and used his tactics and the learnt technology. In 



the meantime, the opponent with 6:0 had gone to guidance and Andreas took up the chase and 

approached with a point the opponent. Now it was not to be dotted any more so simply with 

Andreas. Then, unfortunately, the first fight went along 2:7 lost. 

 

All in all, Andreas Tillmann with the achievement was very contented of all four participants, 

„everybody has be the best given and we have seen also mistakes on which we must work in 

future to be able to develop the success still. But with Jacqueline Jacoby we and the SG 

Laufenselden have her first German master craftswoman and with Jennifer Werthmann her 

first German vice master craftswoman.“ 

Also the board of directors of the SG Laufenselden has pronounced his recognition and his 

praise to the participants and both master craftswomen. 

 

If you want to get to know even more or have questions, you can turn to the SG Laufenselden 

or to Andreas Tillmann www.a-tillmann.de or want to support you the department, then turn 

also to Mr. Tillmann. 


